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Susie Wilson Road Corridor Lighting Study 
This report was developed for the Town of Essex by VHB Pioneer as part of the Town's Transportation Action Grant 
(TAG) project funded by a grant from the Chittenden County Metropolitan Planning Organization. 

1 Introduction 

1.1 Purpose of the Report 

The Town of Essex commissioned this lighting study as part of its Transportation Action Grant 
(TAG) to create an action plan for improving lighti ng levels, consistency, and energy efficiency 
performance in the Susie Wilson Road corridor. The Town is particularly interested in the 
potential operational savings, energy efficiency improvements, and capital costs that would be 
involved in changing streetlights and signals to Light-Em,itting Diode (LED) fixtures; and in 
making improvements to the overall quality and safety effects of the ambient and street lighting 
in this corridor. 

Lighting Levels and Lighting Consistency 

Lighting in the Susie Wilson/Kellogg Road corridor is affected by the substantial variation and 
inconsistency in lighting levels and treatments on the properties flanking the Road. Light from 
the publicly-owned (Town and Green Mountain Power) street lights in the corridor is 
supplemented, and in some cases overwhelmed by, a variety of uncoordinated lighting from 
signs, streetlights, and other property and landscape lights in many parts of the corridor. 
However, in other areas, there is insufficient lighting of the street and some access points to 
meet basic standards for safety in a roadway corridor with comparable traffic volumes. Some 
changes to the Town's policies on lighting plans, placement, and fixtures within this corridor 
may help improve this condition and even out light ing levels over time. 

Energy Efficiency and Cost Savings 

The long-term cost of energy consumption and capital costs to upgrade and replace lights is 
another substantial concern addressed in this plan. The Town has improved the efficiency of its 
traffic signals in this corridor by changing over to Light-Emitting Diode (LED) signals, and plans 
are in the works to finish this change-over in 2010. 
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The potential efficiency and cost savings of LED street lights are more complicated. While the 
electricity consumption of LED lights over Mercury Vapor or High Pressure Sodium lights is 
promoted as a benefit, the LED fixtures required to equal the light output of a comparable HPS 
light can equal or exceed the energy demand of the HPS fixture. Thus, in areas such as busy 
travel corridors where higher lighting levels are required, HPS lights may still represent the most 
cost- and energy-efficient means of providing suitable lighting levels. Moreover, as the Town 
still will be paying metered electricity rates to Green Mountain Power for GMP-owned fixtures, 
the actual cost savings to the Town from installing LED fixtures will depend on the metered rate 
or tariff set by the Vermont Public Service Board for LED lights. At t he time of publication of this 
study, the tariff for LED lights had not yet been set. 

While the recommended lighting plan in this Study is to place consistent LED fixtures on all 
Town- and GMP-owned light poles in the Corridor, and to add two new poles and fixtures at the 
Susie Wilson Road/Kellogg Road intersection, this recommendation is not based on energy and 
cost savings alone. The recommendation t~kes into account the improvements in lighting 
quality, safety, and consistency that would be gained from switching to an LED fixture as 
recommended in the plan, in pdd ition to the likely cost equivalency or savings over the life of 
the fixtures - which will depend in part on the ultimate tariff set by the Public Service Board, 
and by GMP's level of participation in supplying light fixtures for their poles. 

Ownership of Street Lights 

1.2 

In developing a lighting plan for Susie Wilson Road, the ownership of the street lights must be 
considered. The Town of Essex Qwns five stre~t lights in the area of the Susie Wilson 
Road/Kellogg Road intersection; and is responsiple for the capital and maintenance cost of these 
lights and fixtures, along with the cost of the power used to supply the lights. The remaining 
street lights and poles in the corridor are owned and maintained by Green Mountain Power 
(GMP) . For these lights, the Town pays a base monthly fee per fixture and a metered rate for 
the electricity consumed . These rates are set by GMP in accordance with its approvals from the 
Vermont Public Service B6ard. Overall, both the Town and GMP have a financial interest in 
making improvements to the efficiency, performance, and capital costs of these streetlights. 

Past Studies and Reports 

A lighting study for Susie Wilson Road was prepared by Light/Space/Design on April 25, 200l. 
This report provided an inventory of existing streetlights, most of which were mercury-vapor 
lamps, and noted a number of areas of significant light trespass into the right-of-way from 
adjacent properties. The 2001 report recommended that the Town select and specify a new 
standard fixture type and illumination level to be installed within the Corridor. The report also . 4 
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1.3 

noted that pole arm lengths were insufficient to light a roadway of this width properly. The 
report recommended the following specifications: 

Pole Spacing: 135' - 150' 
Mounting Height: 30' 
Pole Arm: 12' 
HPS Lamp Selection: 150 watt (GE 250A2) 
Cutoff: medium or full 

Since 2001, there have been a handful of changes to the lighting in the corridor, but also 
significant changes with the advent of LED fixtures that can be used to retrofit existing street 
lights and signals, reducing energy costs and providing more consistent illumination levels and 
light quality. This Plan differs from the 2001 report in that it does not recommend changing the 
length of the pole arms or brackets, nor rpQ..ving or adding light or utility poles other than two 
new Town owned poles in the Susie Wilson Road/Kellogg Road intersection area . 

Study Methodology 

The Town contracted with VHB Pioneer to complete four tasks in this study. The findings and 
recommendations from each task are described in the report sections below. 
1. Documentation of lighting and signal locations, fixture types, and day and nighttime 

conditions in the Susie Wilson Road/Kellogg Road corridor; 
2. Development of a base lighting conditions plan, identifying areas of high or low light 

levels, source:s of light trespass or glare, and other concerns; 
3. Assessment ofthe potential capital replacement costs and operational energy cost 

savings of replacing existing incandescent light fixtures with LED fixtures; and 
4. Policy and other implementation recommendations and strategies to improve overall 

lighting conditions and functions in the corridor. 

2 Lighting and Signal Documentation 

2. 1 Light and Signal Inventory 

The lights, signals and utility cabinets in the Susie Wilson Road Study Area (Maps 1 through 4) were 
inventoried by VHB Pioneer in June, 2009 and verif ied by AP Franco and Associates in December, 2009 
with assistance from Green Mountain Power. Detailed information is in the table in Appendix B. The 
on-site surveys were cross-referenced with GIS data from Green Mountain Power and new layers were 
developed and transferred to the Town of Essex for ongoing use. It should be noted that there were a, .. 
number of discrepancies between the data from the site survey and Green Mountain Power's 
electronic data. 
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Field Observations 

1) Ritt' Aid - Sign i~ up -lit by gruund-based f1uod ligh ts, spills over into the 

T(,md\vay \Nit'h n(Jll1inalli~ht trespnss. 

2) Chittenden Savings Ban k - Lighting contributes ~ minor nmollnt of light 
spillover to Iht:' n }adway, l1<.lt extending beyuruJ the sllllthb~und lanes. 

3} Ll~"\'es southern drive \·..,",}' - Light fixtures provide substantial lighting tc.) 

the driveway ,·vHh some spillover in to the roadw<ly. This lighting uppears 
to provide <In il1lbnl t1l1ct'd uniformity <1(' the intersection, wiIh L(')wt's 

driv~wi:ly heing more s trongly lit than the roadway and with the opposite 

upproi;lch UUj<1Ct:.'llt to the Rite Aid and Auto Value being nCilrly dark. 

J) 1..J )\,vt's 1l0rthL'JTl drive"'.1)" - The drivc\,v<1Y light fixtures provide 

sul..~1ntiilllighting to the urive",.'i.1Y with sume spillover in to the roadway. 

Th \." t ... u\\,l!~ drivl!\"."a)' Oppl!'.us mur~ strongly lit than the rO<ldway <lnd the 

Pjncdr~st ROud nppnJ[lCh. 

5) E""in~ Place - Sid(;'Wil lk light adi~ct:'nt to the southbound lanes provide!:' 
some, spilluvl! r onto Ih~ ~(llithbuund lanes. Il was not~d that the rest of the 

rc.lI" k~ng lot lighting ..,Iong Susie Wilson ROild W<l!:' not operational during 

thL' u bserva tj(,)J) pt!riod . l1w sign adjacent to Ewing Place included lights 
thi.lt ~ res passed un 1(.) the ro'lI..iway. The intersection of Susie Wilson Road 

ilnJ ~ \, ... ing PI.n:t' is lit p rimarily by the light spilIover from the sign 

ligh ti!~g. 

6) .Handy Suit!:!!' - Th1 pilrking lot lights pruvidt:'s light trl'sp~ISS on to the 
~1I'1 tJ'4i.lY dut:' in part to p roximity to the WiJdWc.1Y ilnd the pmking lut 
el!:!~otion .lbo\,c the rm\J\,\·4V. Drive,,,vay lighting contribut~s spillov!:!r to the 

nurth~lHlIld lane[o: of U'w tll ~ld\'v<l y. It \-V<.1S noted lh<lt this light trespass 

pruvii.l~s t.:.'nh;m(~d visiblli~' uf the ~uulhbuund left turn lant.:.' nnd drivt.:.'v.'ay 

in lOlhc ('omplex. On l;1 JdtJ itiunaJ light pole locatt!d <llong the northbound 

l<ln\"s l!-= ollth of the drivl·w"1Y that provides substantial light trespass 011 to 
tht.:: rJJ dw~ly. Bi.lsed Ol~ till.' luw eleva tion of the lig ht" SOllrc!;' imd its relative 

illum inancc. this light pru\' idcs t1 " hot spot" un the right turn lnne in to 

HnnJv Suites. 
I' 

7) ClJmmcrciai center - The sign lighting ilt this location provid es nominal 

spi lldver on to thl' SUU t{lbuund roadway. 

S) Bahd Mi.lrket - Ext l!ri.(',r ~lIld parking lot light.s produce s ignific<lnt jj~ht 
tre.,p;:lsS to lhe south land northbound lanes a :-; well as g lilrc to passiflg 
mutor ists. TJw si~n is I.I p. I,il by !?round·based floodlights that alsu pn' \' ide 
light t re~pi.ls,';O nnd some ghl rl:! to Susil;! Wilson Ruad drivers. 

9) Sl1t.~ 11 Station - By 10 PM. the canopy lighting was turncd off, lh~ extt!rior 

build,ing lights at tht' t'il\'t'~ produced spillover light on to the roadway ilnd 

soml,lgl il rt! for both northbound <lnd southbound drivers . 

10) TrH! re ~lppear tll bl! so ml! dark are;)s in the southl':ast comer of the 
intcrs(.'di(ll1. pilrticula rl y in the are;.) uf thl:! curb ramp, 

11) Tfw inler!'t'dinn <It the hotel drivev,'ilY and Co rnerstone Res t<lu rll n t sig" 
i~ vl'rt poorly lit. The lu mina ire .:dong the driveway WelS not operational. 

12) tshll1d is pmlrly lit. Channelized right turn lane is "velliit fro m :J s tand· 

illone light pole, 

"3) PlIorly lit 011 the mirth ilnd southbound ilpproachcs. LU OlinaiTt;' at the 

southl:!ils t (ornl:!r of tht! inte rsection W<lS not operation.,1 and the lu m inDirt! 

.tl Ihe northwt'st C(lmer of the intersection V,'LlS t..'yding on and off 
throug hout the llbst'n'ation period, !'uggesting it is n(!arin~ tht t!nd or it~ 
tlsabh:l life, 

Sume"" USD A NA Il' Orthophoto (2008); Pare"l. (2008); CPS 
puint light , ,,u rco by VHB (20IJ9); Lighting Plan are's digitized 
from CAD li gh to ng pions (2009); Roads from VCCI (2008) . 

Prcp,tr l;:J bv: SEM 
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One of the planning limitations in this corridor has been the lack of documentation of the base lighting 
conditions within the public right-of-way, and on private parcels along the road. With assistance from 
the Essex Community Development office, the approved lighting plans were assembled where available 
for properties in the corridor. These are indicated in blue Map 5. For most sites, lighting plans are not 
available. Lighting plans are only available for a handful of sites in the corridor, including the recently 
redeveloped Lowe's at Susie Wilson Road and Route 15, and the Handy/Mainstay Suites property; and . 
While lighting plans had been submitted for these properties as part of Town review, lighting-related 
problems nonetheless were noted at each of these sites. 

provernent Ian and Cost Estimates 

Light Fixture Replacell'tent Potential 

The Town of Essex has the opportunity to retro-fit the lighting in the Susie Wilson Corridor to use more 
energy efficient fixtures, and to achieve more consistent lighting levels that will improve safety. VHB has 
recommended a two-phase approach to improving the overall lighting consistency in the Corridor, which 
is discussed in the sections below. Based on the analysis, this Plan recommends that notwithstanding 
the outstanding issue of GMP's tariff for LED lights, the recommended program LED installation offers 
the best and most economical way to improve the lighting along Susie Wilson Road with LED technology . 
This also offers an opportunity to improve the consistency of lighting and make it more suitable and 
even throughout the corridor . 

Wilson Phase I: Town~Owned Replacernents 

The Phase I plan (Attachment D) recommended calls for replacing the existing luminaires on the five 
Town-owned light poles at the Susie Wilson Road/Kellogg Road intersection with new Elumen LED 
150WX fixtures (specifications, Attachment C), and subsequently, the addition of two new Town-owned 
lights with the same fixture. The recommended locations of the new poles are shown on Sheet 3. The 
first is recommended at the southwest corner for the right turn lane onto Blair Road; the second is 
recommended at the northeast corner to illuminate the right turn lane from the Susie Wilson Road 
bypass onto Kellogg Road . 

It is important to note that only with the addition of the two new, additional lights would the lighting 
levels in this segment meet IES publication RP8-001. Neither the existing HPS luminaires, nor the 
changeover to new LED ones only on existing poles, will provide the proper illumination as 

1 RP-S-OO American National Standard Practice for Roadway Lighting, published by the Illuminating Engineering Society (2000) . 
This Recommended Practice provides the design basis for lighting roadways, adjacent bikeways, and pedestrian ways . 
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recommended by the IES publication RP8-00, which recommends a maintained average illumination of 
1.6 FC at inter~ections (2xO.8 for roadway) and a uniformity ratio (ave. to min.) of 4:1 for this road 
classification. The additional 2 poles/luminaires would be required to meet the IES recommended 
values. 

Wilson JJ: Replacement Utility-Owned Luminaires with 

Phase II of this project consists of assessing and evaluating the existing lighting system along Wilson Rd. 
between Kellog Rd and Rt. 15, and replace the existing utility owned luminaires with LED ones and 
supplement with new ones on poles presently without any luminaires. Based on the team's review of 
the existing lighting field and perform photometric calculations, this Plan recommends the following 
approach, which will improve the average roadway illumination to approximately 0.66 FC: 

1 Install 100 watt LED luminaires to replace the existing 100 watt Mercury Vapor on the 12 
existing Green Mountain Power utility poles with lights, on a one-for-one basis. 

2 Add 100 watt LED luminaires and 6' pole brackets on the five Green Mountain Power poles that 
presently do not have any lighting. 

Description of Ownership and Cost Estimate 

The Town of Essex is billed on a flat rate basis by Green Mountain Power for GMP's lights, based on the 
luminaire wattage. Based on the team's discussions with the Town and GMP, the proposed system 
would be purchased by the Town of Essex and installed by GMPfor a fixed fee. Additionally, GMP will bill 
the Town of Essex on a flat rate basis for the energy consumption of each lumina ire; and as of the time 
of this writing, the tariff has not been set. However, if the Town chooses to proceed with the project, 
the estimated cost is as follows: 

Existing Lights: New luminaires replacing existing luminaires on a one-for-one basis 

1. New 100 watt Luminaire $l,225.00jea.x12=$14,700.00 

2. Utility labor and misc.material to remove existing luminaires and install new 
$450.00*/ea.x12= $5,400.00 

* Labor is based on 2 men and bucket truck for 2 hrs. 

Subtotal $20,100.00 

New brackets and lights on existing poles: New luminaires and aluminum brackets on existing poles 

1. New 100 watt Luminaire $l,225.00/ea.x5=$6,125.00 

PItNEE 
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2. New 6' standard aluminum brackets $100.00/ea/x5= $500.00 

3. Utility labor and misc. material to install new luminaires & brackets $725.00* /ea.x5=$3,625.00 

* Labor is based on 2 men and bucket truck for 3 hrs. 

Subtotal 

Total 

and s 

$10,250.00 

$30,350.00 

Both within the corridor and elsewhere in the Town of Essex, the Town may wish to consider a 
performance-based standard for lighting and other requirements for lighting plans. Requiring a 
photometric plan indicating existing and proposed conditions, including illumination levels at the 
property boundary and within adjacent public rights-of-way, is an important first step to improving 
lighting conditions. 

Within the Susie Wilson Road corridor, each applicant is recommended to prepare a photometric plan 
that includes. both existing conditions on the property, and light levels entering the property from 
existing fixtures, whether on adjacent properties or within the public right-of-way. The proposed 
lighting plan then should indicate the designed light levels at the property boundary, and within 
adjacent rights of way, and indicate any light spillover onto adjacent properties. In this way, new and 
replacement lighting can be evaluated and sited in a manner that evens light coverage, reduces hot 
spots, and prevents undesirable light trespass off of a property line . 

The Town also is urged to provide flexibility with respect to light pole heights, particularly in parking 
areas. The current maximum pole height allowed is 20 feet. By allowing heights of up to 30 feet, 
subject to a lighting plan, the Town will provide opportunities to reduce the number of lights required, 
the instance of "hot spots," and overall energy consumption . 

One of the persistent issues in this corridor concerns sign lighting. There are instances noted in 
the field survey where sign lighting actually provides lighting within the public right-of-way; in 
other cases, it creates glare for motorists on the roadway. The Town may wish to consider 
amendments to the Sign Ordinance that would create standards limiting glare, light trespass, and 
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visible light sources. Sample amendments, which have been provided to the Planning 
Commission, are included in Attachment F. 
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Sto. t!stlco.l Areo. SUMMnry 
Lo.bel Avg Mo.x 1411"1 
Susie ",",Ilson Rd 0.66 2.4 0,0 
Susie ",",Ilson S. Kellog 1.09 2.4 0.2 

LUMlno.lre Schedule 
SYMbol Qty Lo.loel 

e-- 1 EXISTING COBRA HEAD 
5 150",",X P 13.5 12FT 
16 100"'"' P 13.5 EXISTING 6FT 

--<B 9 100"'"' P 13.5 6FT ARM 

Avg/Mln Mnx/Mln 
N.A. N.A. 
10.90 24.00 

Arro.ngeMent LUMems LLF 
SINGLE 4500 0.662 
SINGLE 10297 0.830 
SINGLE 7362 0.830 
SINGLE 7362 0.830 

" 

Description 
EXISTING - LC 0. t 25 FT - ArM 6 FT 
150",",X - Ught Center @ 30' FT - 1.2' FT ArM on Existing Pote 
100"'"' - Light Center @ 25' FT - on existing 6' FT ArM 
100"'"' - Light Center @ 25' FT - 6' FT ArM 

-

* UP IdITHDUT LIGHT 
~,UP WITH LIGHT 
~ 

~ 
DASHED WHITE LANE BOUNDRIE S 

KING 
EXISTING CURB 
DOUBLE YELLOW TRAFFIC MAR 

~ 
PEDESTRIAN X-ING BOUNDRIES 
EXISTING SIDEWALK 

E SOLID WHITE ROADWAY BOUND RIES 

Total ",",atts 
100 
158 
105 
105 
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To: Juli Beth Hinds 
Project Manager 

From: Mark Suennen 
Traffic Engineer 

7056 US Route 7 

Post Office Box 120 

North Ferrisburgh, Vermont 05473 

802.425-7788 

Fax 802.425.7799 

Date: Jmuary 26, 2010 

Project No: 5/337.00 

Re: Field Notes for Lighting Survey 
S .lsie Wilson Road 
E·,sex, Vermont 

---------------------------------------------

On June 2, 2009, Scott Manley and Mark Suennen conducted daytime observations and data 

collection of the existing lighting sources and traffic signal equipment along Susie Wilson Road 

between VT 15 (Grand Army of the Republic Highway) anj Kellogg Road. After dusk, Mark 

reviewed the ambient lighting trespass from adjacent prope'ties along the corridor. On June 3, 

2009, Scott provided a shape file for the location of the light sources and traffic signal 

equipment along the corridor to be included in future submi ;sions to the Town of Essex. 

The observations began at 4:00 PM during daylight hours A GPS datapoint was recorded for 

each street light pole, utility pole with a street light, traffic sii3nal pole, and traffic signal cabinet. 

At each lighting location, the type and wattage of lamp was identified by the luminaire marker 

tag on the underside of the fixture. A yellow tag represents high pressure sodium (HPS) while 

a blue tag represents mercury vapor (MV). In addition, the wattage is indicated by a two 

number code (10 = lOOW; 17 = 175W; 20 = 200W; and 25 = 250W). All but one luminaire 

included a luminaire tag and were identified in this war. The unknown luminaire was 

estimated to be a HPS lamp of between 100W and 200/11 based on the light color and 

illuminance. 

The location of traffic signal support poles was recorded. ThE intersection of Route 15 and Susie 

Wilson Road is a T-intersection that will be upgraded unde] an on-going Vermont Agency of 

Transportation (VAOT) project. The locations of the existing equipment were.identified and are 
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included in the inventory. The existing vehicular and redestrian signal heads are incandescent. 

The intersection of Susie Wilson Road and the Lowe's driveway is a diagonal span with light 

emitting diode (LED) vehicular and pedestrian signal leads. The intersection of Susie Wilson 

Road and Pinecrest Drive/Lowe's Northern driveway is a diagonal span with LED vehicular 

and pedestrian signal heads. The intersection of Susi~ Wilson Road and David Drive/Market 

Place includes four mast arm poles with LED vehic lIar and pedestrian signal heads. The 

intersection of Susie Wilson Road and Kellogg Road is a diagonal span with LED vehicular and 

pedestrian signal heads. Each of the signalized intersections also includes blank-out signs to 

prohibit right turns during pedestrian phases. These b"ank-out signs are all LED. 

After 9:15 PM, additional observations were conductt j to determine sources of ambient light 

and how much of that light is trespassing on the roa1lway. The night time observations took 

place on a partly cloudy night with a waxing moon (full moon expected June 7, 2009). Light 

trespass was estimated by direct observation of th _ observer's shadow on the pavement. 

Overall impression of the existing lighting is that it is r ot uniform along the corridor but usually 

well lit at signalized intersections. Some sources of li~ht trespass along the corridor are noted 

below. 

@ Rite Aid sign - The existing Rite Aid sign is l)Cated adjacent to the sidewalk north of 
Route 15 along the northbound roadway. 1 he sign is up-lit by ground-based flood 
lights. This light spills over into the roadway pith some nominal light trespass. 

o Chittenden Savings Bank - The parking lot lighting along the southbound side of Susie 
Wilson Road contributes a minor amount of light spillover to the roadway, not 
extending beyond the southbound lanes. 

o Lowes southern driveway- The Lowes dri, eway light fixtures provide substantial 
lighting to the driveway with some spillover i:J i to the roadway. This lighting appears to 
provide an imbalanced uniformity at the intel'section, with the Lowes driveway being 
more strongly lit than the roadway and with l!le opposite approach adjacent to the Rite 
Aid and Auto Value being nearly dark. 

@ Auto Value exterior lights - The exterior flo)d lights along the Auto Value building 
contribute a minor spillover on to the roadwcy primarily in the northbound right lane. 
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However, the light trespass contributed by the flood lights is somewhat mitigated by the 
relative luminance of the adjacent signalized int'rsections 

® Lowes northern driveway - The Lowes driv,~way light fixtures provide substantial 
lighting to the driveway with some spillover in to the roadway. The Lowes driveway 
appears more strongly lit than the roadway ill d the Pinecrest Road approach appears 
almost dark by comparison. 

® GoGo Gas - Exterior lights from the building <: ppear to spillover on to the northbound 
roadway, however, their effect is mitigated by the relative luminance of the adjacent 
signalized intersection. 

® Ewing Place - There is a sidewalk light adjacen to the southbound lanes of Susie Wilson 
Road. This light provides some spillover on to ihe roadway in the southbound lanes. It 
was noted that the rest of the parking lot lig'lting along Susie Wilson Road was not 
operational during the observation period. 1he Ewing Place sign adjacent to Ewing 
Place (side street) included lights that trespasse:l on to the roadway. It should be noted, 
however, that the intersection of Susie Wilson load and Ewing Place is lit primarily by 
the light spillover from the sign lighting. 

® Handy Suites - The parking lot lights adjacen to the northbound lanes provides light 
trespass on to the roadway due in part to t leir proximity to the roadway and the 
parking lot elevation above the roadway. In a( dition, the driveway lighting contributes 
spillover to the northbound lanes of the roadw'ty. However, it was noted that this light 
trespass provides enhanced visibility of the so Ithbound left turn lane and driveway in 
to the complex. There is one additional light !)ole located along the northbound lanes 
south of the driveway that provides substantia light trespass on to the roadway. Based 
on the low elevation of the light source and its "elative illuminance, this light provides a 
"hot spot" on the right turn lane in to Handy Sl dtes. 

® Commercial center at #26 Susie Wilson Road - [he sign lighting at this location provides 
nominal spillover on to the southbound roadwdY. 

® Bagel Market - The exterior lights and pad ing lot lights at Bagel Market produce 
significant light trespass to the southbound a ld northbound lanes as well as glare to 
passing motorists. The Bagel Market sign is ul ,-lit by ground-based floodlights that also 
provide light trespass and some glare to Susie ',Vilson Road drivers. 

® Essex Towne Marketplace - The display winciows along the northbound roadway are 
up-lit by ground-based flood lights. The reflu:tion off the windows produces nominal 
light trespass on to the northbound roadway. 

® Shell Station - By 10 PM, the canopy lightirig was turned off, however, the exterior 
building lights at the eaves produced spillove light on to the roadway and some glare 
for both northbound and southbound drivers. 
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@ Spray N' Wash - The light pole at the driveway lrovides some nominal light trespass on 
to the roadway. 

Other night time lighting observations included: 

@ It was noted that the traffic signals along S .. u ie Wilson Road north of Route 15 all 
transitioned to flashing mode at or around 10 Pl\\ during the observation period. 

@ Aside from the previously mentioned Rite Aid sign, the building's exterior lights and 
parking lot lighting appear to be good exarrq: 'es of using landscaping treatments to 
screen against light trespass. 

@ There appear to be some dark areas in the south ... :ast corner of the Susie Wilson Road and 
Pincreast Drive intersection particularly in the a. ea of the curb ramp. 

@ The luminaire attached to utility pole #70552 appears weak and does not appear to 
provide the same level of luminance that similar adjacent street lights do. 

@ The luminaire attached to utility pole #70553 appears weak and does not appear to 
provide the same level of luminance that simihn adjacent street lights do. 

@ The lighting at the Oil 'N Go sign appears to 1 2 a good example of using landscaping 
treatments to screen against light trespass. 

@ The luminaire attached to utility pole #70557 appears weak and does not appear to 
provide the same level of luminance that similar adjacent street lights do. 

@ The intersection at the hotel driveway and CO] nerstone Restaurant sign is very poorly 
lit. The luminaire along the driveway was not cperational during this evaluation. 

@ The Kellogg Road eastbound approach to the cLannelizing island is poorly lit. It should 
be noted, however, that the channelized right turn lane is well lit from a stand-alone 
light pole. 

@ The intersection of Susie Wilson Road and Kel1()gg Road is poorly lit on the northbound 
and southbound approaches. Contributing to this is the fact that the luminaire at the 
southeast corner of the intersection was not or erational during this evaluation and the 
luminaire at the northwest corner of the intersf ction was cycling on and off throughout 
the observation period, suggesting it is nearing ihe end of its usable life. 
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Attachment C. 
Specifications 

Susie Wilson Road Recommended Lighting 
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High Energy Savings 

The Elumen streetlights consume from 50 to 73% less electric ity than trad itional lamps. This energy 

conservation is directly related to Light Emitting Diodes technology advancement combined to the innovative 

way Elume~ uses its patent pending lightSpread technology and its high effic iency OptiAc ·rn LED 

drive. Add it ional savings are generated with the use of our opt ional automatic mid-night dimming feature. 

Reduced light Pollution 
Thanks to Elumen's Lightspread technology, nearly all of the generated light is uniformly distributed over the 

- target area. Light intensity is uniform throughout the field of illumination to a distance of 3 times the height of 

the ·lamp, reducing the bright spot typically found under tradit ional streetlights. 

• No Lumen Depreciation 
Th'e completely sealed casing of the Elumen Streetlight minimizes light depreciation from dust and pollution . 
. Moreover, the aging compensation algorithm of the OptiAC 'rn LED drive ensures a uniform photometric 

output during the life of the product. (LLF=0.95) No need for overlight ing at installat ion to reach the minimal 

illumination required in the lifespan of the light . 

In street lighting applications, ' uniformitY i ~ more important than absolute intensity. Elumen applies this principle with its lightspreaq • 
technology, an innovation in regards to light distribution. 

evolution • efficiency. energy • economy . environment 
•• ••• . ... . 

·' -41-



Technical Data 

Widest Beam - Wings at 22.5 deg. 
2 • 

2.75 
3 

I· 
i I 

2 2.25 3 3.75 4 

Middle Beam - Wings at 13.5 deg. 

2 I 

2.75 
3 

2 2.25 3 3.75 4 

Narrow Beam - Wings at 0 deg. 

1.75 
2 

2.75 
3 

I I \ 

2 2.25 3 3.75 4 

House 
Side 
Street 
Side 

Color Power Color LED Distribution Mounting Photocell Receptacle Wing Angle AC 

~----------------------------------------.~,--------~-
Luminaire Serie 

LED-SL 

• •• ••• •••• ••••• 
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8 7 6 5 4 3 2 
ORDERING 

Lumineire Serie Coior Power LED Mounting Photocell 
POWER SUPPL Y 

LE 
Receptacle 

-SL SE ~ 100 C3 TM.~ A LUMINAIRE DETAIL 
(WING ANGLE 18° SHOWN) 

SC~ALE 1 :10 
G=GREY 

B=BRONZE 

K"BLACK 

C3"'Vvr1ITE 
SOOOK 

lUMINAIRE SPECIFICATIONS: 

-INPUT: 85-300 Vac 50-60Hz, AUTO SENSING 

- OPTIAC POWER CONVERSATION: 
EFFICIENCY 95% WI POWER FACTOR OF 0.96 TO 0.99 
TOTAL HARMONIC DISTORTION <10% 

- TEMPERATURE & AGE COMPENSATION FOR UNIFORM 
PHOTOMETRIC OVER THE LIFE OF THE FIXTURE 100,000 HRS 
AT 15°C (20 YRS) 

- LIGHT LOSS FACTOR (LLF): 0,95 

- OPTIONAL: - MIDNIGHT DIMMING 
- ROUND POLE ADAPTER (POLE 3"- 4" 0.0) 

- PAINTED DIE-CAST & EXTRUDED ALUMINIUM 

-INITIAL CONSUMPTION AT 15°C *: 101 W 

* CONSUMPTION REDUCES 3% FOR EVERY 10°C OF 
TEMPERATURE DECREASE. POWER WILL GRADUALLY 
INCREASE UP TO 30% TO COMPENSATE FOR LED AGING. 

- NICHIA 5mm, LIGHTING GRADE LOW POWER LEDs 

- CLEAR ACRYLIC HIGH IMPACT LENS 

- 5QOOK COLOR TEMPERATURE (CCT) 

- 82 COLOR RENDERING INDEX (CRf) 

- OPERATING TEMPERATURE RANGE -45°C TO +45°C 

- 5 YEAR LIMITED WARRANTY (PRORATED) 

61~~~g~~loN ' 
WING ANGLE 

WING 

N=NONE, 

R"YES 

s= 22.5 ' • 1.5X MH J\ 
5= 18.0' _ 7 X MH ~= 150Wmax 85-300 Vac 

tkns-6xMH AM 
3- • ,. 150Wmax85-300Vac 

- 9.0 - 5 X MH WITH MIDNIGHT DIMMING 
2= 4.5' - 4.5 X MH 50% FROM 11b3Opm 

1", 0.0" - 4''$;, MH 

MH= MOUNTING H8GHT 

WING ANGLE IS 
AJUSTABLE FOR 
REQUIRED SPACING 
(0° - 22.5°) 

UPUGHT% 

OPTIONAL 
PHOTOCELL 
RECEPTACLE 

UI<\f£S OIHERWISl; SPECIf1t(): 

TENON DIAMETER: 
1.5" TO 2.375" 
± 5 DEGREES AJUSTEMENT 

fLUMEH RESEAUX O'EcLAIRAGE 

" 
-IP66 RATED ANGLE LUMENS LUMEN TYPE DISTRIBUTION DIMENSIONS ARE IN INCHB. 

WJlffiN II ARE IN MlLlMmllS DRAWN 

CHEOEO 

ENGAPFR. 

NAME 

MAP 

Cc!eV 

1155 Rene-Levesque Ouest r------, 
Suite 2500 
Montreal, QC 
H3B 2K4 - CSA C22.2 NO. 250.0-08, UL1598 FOR WET AREAS 

0 7427 0.00% 2 
4.5 7462 0.02% 2 

.. ROHS COMPLIANT 9 7543 0.10% 2 
- EPA: 1.7 SQ. FT. 13.5 7454 0.10% 2 f 

18 7362 0.20% 3 
- Weight: 23.71bs (10.8 kg) 22.5 7143 0.20% 3 

8 7 6 5 

-.m 

SHORT 
SHORT 
SHORT 
SHORT 

MEDIUM 
MEDIUM 

4 

NOOC:E: 
IH~ DRAwt;() 5 FOIl REf€RENCE 
oolY. CHEC~FOR LATBT 
REVlSION PRIOR 10 ORQfRII"" 

. MfGAPPIL 

THE tlFORMAnow CONTA~ID IN COMMfNTS: 
IHIS DRAWING IS lHESOLE PRQPEl?lY 
Of ELUMEN REsEAUXD'EcLAIIlAG£ 
ANY m:"Ji'OOUCTlON ~ po AIlJ O~ AS 

lHtRO ANGLE PROJECOON 

A WHOLE W"HOIIT TlIC WRlllEN 
PERIJI;SION OF ELtwal R6EAIJ)( 
D'EctAIOAGH PROHIllITED. 

3 

Courriel: info@elumen.ca 
Tel: 514-87& 1010 
Fax: 514--876-1010 

SIZE DWG. NO. 

B LED LIGHT loOW DIRECT MOUNT 
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Attachment D: Susie Wi1son Road Lighting Improvements 
Phase I, General Specifications 
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Roadway Lighting in!provements 
Kellogg Rd. and Susie WH~,on Rd. Intersection 

Replacement of Existing Cobn lhead HPS Luminaires 
Village of Essex Junction 

Vermon 

General SpecificatkJllS - Phase I 

Description of Project 

Replace existing (5) GE Lighting M250 flat lens 200 watt High Pressure 
Sodium luminaires at the above intersection with new Elumen's 150 watt LED 
roadway luminaires on a one-for-one basis. ''{efer to separate attached LED 
Specifications and catalog information. 

Scope of Work 

Below is a brief description of the conir8ctor's scope of work for the above 
project: 

@ Contractor to identify the supply volta ]e at the existing luminaires. 
Provide (5) Elumen 150 watt LED ~uninaires as specified. Contractor to 
contact Speclines for purchase of lurY inaires. 

Speclines 
Att: Mark Forrant 
92 Freezer Rd. 
Barnstable, MA 02630 
Tel. 508-362-5337 

@ Contractor to remove existing cobrah ,~ad luminaires and install in its place 
the new LED ones. Upon completion the contractor is to return the HPS 
luminaires to the Town of Essex. 

General Requirements 

1. Contractor to co-ordinate with Poice Department and Town officials 
for traffic control and other safety lssues during the removal and 
installation of the luminaires. 

2. Contractor to submit to the Enginuer, for review and approval, specs 
and catalog cuts for the new lumi!18kes before placing an order for the 
new luminaires 



SPECIfICATIONS 

The highway Light poles shall be furnished to match the existing poles found in the 
intersection of Kellogg Rd. and Susie Wilson Rd; wit 1 the same heights, diameters, arm 
style and length, bolt circles and finish. The light ~o!e shall be model# RTB8L303DT15GV 
as manufactured by P&K Tubular Products of East Setauket, NY. 

Design: 
The complete lighting standard, including brackets, ;haft, pole base and transformer base 
shall be designed to support luminaires with Effectiv,,: Projected Areas (EPA) ratings as 
deSignated for various wind speeds. The design crituia used shall be based on the 1985 
edition of the' American Association of State Highwoy and Transportation Officials', " 
Standard Specifications for Structural Supports for ~qghway Signs, Luminaires and Traffic 
Signals." The aluminum alloys designated herein an per the .Aluminum Association 
Standards. 

Shaft: 
The shaft shall be fabricated from extruded alumirun alloy 6063 per ASTM B221, B241 or 
B429 and shall be fully heat treated to achieve a T6 temper after the assembly has been 
welded. Poles shall have a hand hole (access) locatEd between 12" and 18" above the 
base. Hand holes shall have an aluminum reinforcinj frame to maintain the structural 
integrity of the pole. An electrical grounding lug shal be provided near the opening for 
easy wire attachment. The aluminum hand hole cov.!r shall be fastened by means of 
stainless steel hardware. The hand hole size shall 01 4" x 6" for poles 8" and larger. All 
poles shall have a rotary satin brush finish. 
The shaft shall have sufficient strength to keep defl{ dion of the luminaire to less than 5% 
of the shaft length. 

Pole Base Flange: 
The pole base shall be of cast aluminum alloy 356 p~r ASTM B26 or Bl08 and be of one 
piece construction. The base shall be heat treated t( I a T6 temper after welding. The 
base/shaft connection shall have a tight tolerance fi before welding. The shaft shall be 
joined to the base with two circumferential welds at the top and bottom of the base. The 
assembly shall be heat treated after welding to achi !Ve maximum material r properties. 
Aluminum anchor bolt covers, bolt caps or base cov'.!rs shall be provided for the 
appropriate base style. 

Transformer Base (T-Base): 
The transformer base assembly shall be of a one cr \wo piece design made from 
permanent mold castings of 356 aluminum alloy pel ASTM Bl08 and fully heat treated to a 
T6 temper. A removable aluminum or ABS plastic at cess door shall be fastened with an 
aluminum latch and stainless steel screw. A method for electrical grounding shall be 
provided. Galvanized steel flat washers of sufficient ';ize shall be provided for proper load 
distribution. Connecting bolts to fasten the pole to tie T-Base shall be per ASTM A307. All 
bolts, nuts, lock washers and flat washers shall be £!alvanized per ASTM A153. When 
required, a base, either T-Base or Pole Base style, c,pproved by the Federal Highway 
Administration as a breakaway device meeting the i8quirements of AASHTO Specification -, 
Section 7, will be supplied. 

Anchorage: 
Steel anchor bolts are manufactured to AASHTO SpE cification M314-90, Grade 55 (55,000 
psi minimum yield strength), meeting the requiremf'nts of ASTM A576. Galvanizing to be 
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cover the poles with a tarpaulin or similar cover. Additional packaging may be provided 
depending on the shipping method. Small parts sh 311 be packaged in boxes. 
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2 CONSTRUCT~ON 

2.1.1 Housing 

2.1.1.1 The luminaire housing shall be vvatertight en i made of die-cast or extruded aluminum 
with an electro coat paint finish or clear anoc ized. 

2.1.1.2 There shall be a polymer bird guard, shippee and installed 

2.1.1.3 Gaskets shall be made of high quality silicon'~ material 

2.1.1.4 The LED driver shall be installed and pre-\JIIin~d in the luminaire housing 

2.1.1.5 All luminaire hardware and fasteners shall be stainless steel 

2.1.1.6 LED enclosure shall be vented to allow for b;eathing of the luminaire during normal off
on heating and cooling cycles 

2.1.1.7 Vents used in LED enclosure shall have the 'ollowing characteristics: 

2.1.2 lens 

Shall be hydrophobic and oleoph:>1 :ie 

Shall have an Oil Rating of 6 (AAr~C 118-1997ASTM) 

Water entry pressure of the membl ane ';2:.0.7 bar/60 sec 

Meet Salt Spray Test (DIN 50-0-21) with no penetration of salt crystals 
through the membrane into the hQl1sing. 

Ingress Protection of Vent System ;,hall be IP67 - 1 meter water submersion 
for 30 min. 

Particle entry protection (@ 3.2 mhnin) > 99.997% efficient against 0.1 ~m 
particles. 

2.1.2.1 Lens shall be made of high impact acrylic. 

2.1.3 Mounting Arm Attachment 

2.1.3.1 The luminaire shall be mountable on a horizontal tenon of 1 1/4 - through 2-inch (42 
through 60 mm) ") 1.0. horizontal pipes withe ut external inserts. 

2.1.3.2 The attachment shall allow tilt leveling of ±5c from horizontal. 

2.1,4 Mounting Options 

2.1.4.1 Direct Mounting on poles without tenon shall be available for parking lot applications 

2.1.4.2 Mounting on walls shall be available. 
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4.1.1.1 Luminaire shall be equipped with a terminal stip to terminate AC wires from 8 to 18 
AWG. . 

4.1.1.2 The housing shall be available with an option8i prewired plug-in photoelectric control 
receptacle meeting ANSI C136.1 0 and EEI-NFMA standards for locking devices 
hermetically sealed, rated to operate at the proper voltage of the lamp furnished .. 

4.1.1.3 The optional photocell receptacle shall allow fur the light sensitive element to be 
oriented on the luminaire head so that it fac6s the north sky 

40102 LED driver 

4.1.2.1 The LED driver and luminaire shall be manu<a:tured from the same manufacturer 

4.1.2.2 The LED driver shall perform current limiting 

4.1.2.3 The LED driver shall perform temperature con Ipensation to maintain luminous flux of 
the LED array within specified range in 6.1.4.1 

4.1.2.4 The LED driver shall protect itself and the LE[ array against over temperature 
operation outside the specified range (Ex: ligh. is left on, on a hot sunny day). 

4.1.2.5 The same 85Vac to 300Vac input LED driver ~. hall be used for all luminaire models 
within the manufacturer's portfolio. 

4.1.2.6 The LED driver shall automatically compensab for the aging (due to hours of operation 
AND temperature) of the LEOs so that lumen rJepreciation is less than 5% through the 
entire rated life of the luminaire 

4.1.2.7 The LED driver shall automatically detect the i lours and temperature aging of LED 
arrays when they are installed so as to adjustlutput accordingly. 

4.1.2.8 The LED driver shall be capable of automaticclly dimming the light down 50% around 
11 h30PM at night and go back to full power ar ound 5h30AM. This function has to be 
fully autonomous and shall occur without any nxternal signal. 

4.1.2.9 The LED driver shall not draw ANY power dUring daylight hours. 

40103 Electrical performance 

4.1.3.1 The luminaire and LED driver shall be fully opurational from 85 Vac to 300 Vac 

4.1.3.2 Power Factor shall be higher than 0.96 at 120,/ac and at 240 Vac 

4.1.3.3 Total Harmonic Distortion shall be lower thanlO% at 120Vac and at 240 Vac 

4.1.3.4 Powering up shall take less than 3 seconds af er AC is on 

4.1.3.5 Transient specification: Shall meet EN 61 000-~-4 for Bursts, Electrical fast transients 

4.1.3.6 Surge protection: Shall meet EN 61000-4-5 fo Surge transients 
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6.1.5.1 Lumen depreciation of standard Itlminaires ~ hould be less than 5% for 50,000 Hours at 
15°C (59°F). 

6.1.5.2 Luminaires should also be available with lun len depreciation of less than 5% for 84,000 
hrs at 15°C. 

6.2 PERFORMANCE TEMPLATE 

Using ANSI/IESNA RP-8-00, the following me: )(imum power usage and lighting 
requirements shall be all met at 15°C (59°F). 

6.2.1 Loca~ Road 

.local Road - Staggered Arrangement .2 x 11' lanes· MH 20 ft 

It-:,-----''I< fi -----04 

Mounting Veiling 
Height Spacing muminai lICe Uniformity luminance 

Pedestrian (MH) 'A' IE Avg ratio Ratio 
Conflict ft ft ft Eavg/Emin lvmax/Lavg 

High 20 110 0.9 3 0.4 
Medium 20 110 0.7 4 0.4 

Low 20 12S 0.4 S 0.4 

MAXIMUM 
POWER 

CONSUMPTION 
PER 

LUMINAIRE 

69W 

S3W 

36W 
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7.1.1.1 The LED driver and luminaire shall be appro led to UL 1598 for wet areas and CSA 
C22.2 No. 250.0-08. 
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12. Glare. The optical sensation produced by :uminance within the visual field that is 
sufficiently greater than the luminance to which the eyes are adapted and which 
causes annoyance, discomfort, or loss in l/isual performance and visibility. See 
definitions for disability glare and discomkrt glare. 

13. House Side. The horizontal direction wh:cl i is away from the roadway or behind the 
nadir of the luminaire. See definitions for ~ treet side and nadir. 

14. Isolux Diagram. A diagram plotted on ar,y appropriate set of coordinates to show all 
points on a surface for which the illuminr:tr ce is the same, as represented by a series 
of isolux line curves. 

15. Illuminance. The density of the luminous f ux incident on a surface. It is the quotient 
of the luminous flux by the area of the suriace when the latter is uniformly 
illuminated. 

16. Lamp Lumen Depreciation Factor (LLD) 1\ depreciation factor that indicates the 
decrease in a lamp's initial lumen output ever time. For design calculations, the initial 
lamp lumen value is reduced by LLD to c( mpensate for the anticipated lumen 
reduction. See definition for maintenance :actor. 

17. LED: Light Emitting Diodes 

18. LED driver. An electrical device used with LED lights to provide proper electrical 
operating characteristics. It limits the elee-idc current through the LEOs and may also 
transform voltage. 

19. light Standard (Pole). A pole provided witi1 the necessary internal attachments for 
wiring and the external attachments for th:l bracket and luminaire. 

20. Longitudinal Roadway Line (LRL). A line, llong the roadway parallel to the curb or 
shoulder line. See definition for transversf' roadway line. 

21. Lumen (1m). The unit of luminous flux. It i~ equal to the flux through a unit solid angle 
(steradian), from a uniform point source 0 one candela (cd), or to the flux on a unit 
surface all pOints of which are at unit dist~ nce from a uniform point source of one 
candela. 

22. Luminaire. A complete lighting unit consisting of a light source together with the parts 
designed to distribute the light, to position and protect the lamps, and to connect the 
lamps to the power supply . 

23. Luminaire Cycle. The distance between t\ lIO luminaires along one side of the 
roadway. Note: this may not be the same as luminaire spacing along the centerline 
considering both side of the road. (See Sf acing) . 

24. Luminaire Dirt Depreciation Factor (LODt A depreciation factor that indicates the 
expected reduction of a lamp's initial IUrl(n output due to the accumulation of dirt on 
or within the luminaire over time. See defr1ition for maintenance factor. 

25. Luminance. The luminous intensity of an~ surface in a given direction per unit of 
projected area of the surface as viewed flom that direction . 

26. Luminous Efficacy (lmlW). The quotient ci the luminous flux (1m) emitted by the total 
lamp power input. It is expressed in term~ of lumens per watt (Im/W) . 
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Freeway. A divided major highway with full cor lrol of access and with no crossings at 
grade. 

Expressway. A divided major arterial highway 'Ior through traffic with full or partial control 
of access and generally with interchanges at rrajor crossroads. Expressways for non
commercial traffic within parks and park-like ar;)as generally are known as parkways. 

Major. The part of the roadway system that SSt lies as the principle hetwork for through 
traffic flow. The routes connect areas of princi~ Ie traffic generation and important rural 
highways entering the city. 

Collector. The distributor and collector roadways serving traffic between major and local 
roadways. These are roadways used mainly fO traffic movements within residential, 
commercial, and industrial areas. 

Local. Roadways used primarily for direct aCC€3S to residential, commercial, industrial, 
or other abutting property. They do not include roadways carrying through traffic. Long 
local roadways generally will be divided into sh:)rt sections by the collector roadway 
system. 

Alley. A narrow public way within a block gene. ally used for vehicular access to the rear 
of abutting properties. 

Sidewalk. Paved or otherwise improved areas or pedestrian use, located within public 
street right-of-way, which also contains roadwc ys for vehicular traffic. 

Pedestrian Way. Public sidewalks for pedestricn traffic generally not within rights-of-way 
for vehicular traffic roadways. Included are skYivalks (pedestrian overpasses), subwalks 
(pedestrian tunnels), walkways giving access t,.i park or block interiors, and crossings 
near centers of long blocks. 

Bicycle Lane. Any facility that explicitly provide: for bicycle travel. 

END 



MOUNTING AND TRANSFORMER BASES 

FOR ROUND ALUMINUM POLES 
, .... ~ ,,---

To determine bolt circles, bolt projection andior anohorage dimensions, refer tf, the 
tables on the next pag,) under the appropriate pole diameter and base type. 

STANDARD BASES - SF 

It;; bases si~hel~~~'~;;';i;ndard 'b~~;;-s for Type-RTA·p;j~;'. 
Wh~n ordering a pole with a standard base, the poles catalog 
number designates base to be $UPpliBti. 

TYPE A TYPE S ---_._---._---
6",7",8", or 10" SB·2 

ALTERNATIVE BASES 

TYPE C TYPE 0 

4",5", 6", or 10" 58··3 8" SB·4 or 10" SB·8· 

TRANSFORMER BASES 

When ordering a polQ with a trallsforrner base, the total 
mounting height includes the transformer hase. 

---7 ~."-.~.~ .. ~................... .. ____ ._ TYPE 4 _ .... __ ... __ ._ 
7" Of 8" 58·2 on T81-17 8" or 10" S8·4/T81-17 
10" SB .. 2AF on T81·17 

TYPE M TYPE Q 

12" S8·4/1'8·':' T' or 8" SB·2!fB·2A 

DECORATIVE BASES 

TYPE f TYPE G TVPE H 

5", 6", or 8" HBS 5' or 6" T8J 8" T8·1 

TYj'E E 

10' S8·4 

TV';E f 

10" SB2AF 

TV' E 7 

10" or 12" SB·S on T83·17 

·iV·E Z 

",0" SB·4/TB .. 2A 

TYPE 0 

HBTS 

Tubular Products~ Inc. 

TYPE N 

4",5", or 6" R8·1 

TYPE L .. · ... ·M_· __ .. __ · .. ·· .. ·_ ................ __ ........ _ ... _ .. __ ................. .. 
10" S8 .. 2/1'8·4 

l:L~'\ 
. Ii" 

TYPE V .. _ .. __ .... _._ .... __ ......... _---
10" 8A·l 

TYPE P 
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Attachment E: Susie Wi1son Road Lighting Improvements, 
Phase II Plan 
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Environmental 
Transportation 

lama Development 
S e r vi c e s 

Memoram!lJm 

PI'NEER 

To: Dennis Lutz 
Dana Farley 
Katherine Sonnick 
Sharon Kelley 

From: Juli Beth Hinds, AICP 

7056 US Route 7 

Post Office Box 120 

North Ferrisburgh, Vermont 05473 

802.425-7788 

Fax 802.425.7799 

)ate: October 22, 2009 

Projec No.: 57337.01 

Re: Susie Wilson Road Lighting Study 
Zoning Recommendations 

This memo provides Essex staff and the Planning Comlission with some suggested language and 
potential zoning revisions related to lighting, covering he topics we discussed at the Planning 
Commission meeting last Thursday, October 15H

'. I sincerely hope these will be helpful in your 
discussions. Simply to organize the thoughts, I have go le ahead and proposed some new language 
and revisions right in the text of the current regulatiom 

The key topic areas are: 

1. Requirement for and content of a lighting plan and p lOtometric plan. This is suggested both in the 
design review districts (Historic and Business), ane also in the general Site Plan Review process. 
Depending on how staff processes these applicatio lS, it may not be necessary to add the detailed 
description of the lighting plan into the design revi ~w sections. 

2. Sign lighting. A number of suggestions have been m1.de. First, it has been the experience of many 
communities in the area that requiring down-lit sipllighting is not especially productive, and still 
can result in glare. These revisions would provide TaU with language requiring strict cut-off 
fixtures but allowing both internal illumination anel up-lighting of signs. I know that this is a 
tough area and would be happy to provide further thoughts on this for you. 

Also, I've suggested some language on neon, LED, :md fiber optic lighting. Conventional neon 
lighting has gone the way of the VCR, and has been replaced with integrated neon, LED and fiber 
optic lighting. The intent of most effective sign regulations is to ensure that no light sources are 
visible, and that any use of these glowing light sOl; ·ces incorporates an opaque material. With 
your very specific window sign regulation, this net ds a once-over to ensure it's consistent with 
how staff has interpreted this regulation. 

3. Exterior lights in buffers. Language has been sugges ed discouraging the location of exterior 
lighting in required buffers in Section 3.2 of the ZOliing regulations. 

4. Site Plan Review. This is the heart of the recommel1 lations. A few points of note: 

a. An objective for lighting has been added tD i he general site plan standards. 
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b.A provision specifically allowing tec'l1 ical review of lighting (consistent with the Town's 
adopted policy) has been suggested. 

c. Both a lighting plan and a photometric plan are required. The lighting plan asks an 
applicant to detail the hours of opere tion, the types of lighting proposed, and how the 
site's lighting relates to the need for illumination of the proposed use and to the context of 
the area. This goes well beyond the "here's our parking lot lights" approach. The 
photometric requirements specifically include the provision requiring applicants to 
include lights in the right of way anc on adjacent properties. I ran across two more good 
ordinances that require this in my r.rc vels this week; it's becoming a standard requirement, 
and can help the Town a great dea. i'l its review process. 

d.For hot spots, I chose to recommend to you a provision that no lighting level at any area of 
the site may exceed any other lightin:; level by a ratio of more than 4:1. This, again, is a 
fairly standard application that is strtightforward to review, but deals effectively with hot 
spots. There are other definition-bc:std standards but many are hard to administer. 

e. To deal with spillover, lighting levels 10' into adjacent properties that are due to new lights 
on the site are limited to an increase)f 0.1 foot-candle on residentially zoned properties 
and 0.2 foot-candle on commercial poperties (you may want to talk about how to 
categorize these). That way, no one .IS punished for lighting their site if it's already 
affected by trespass or an overall hig ler ambient lighting level, but you have a standard 
for reducing new trespass or glare. ','ou could go to a 0.0 standard in residential areas
this is workable, typically with buffe 'ing and in residential areas. 

f. A waiver provision and standards are c,uggested for two cases: lights taller than the 
standard of 15' or 20'; and spillove:: l"ghting into the public right-of-way. If a public right
of-way benefit is found, you would 1 ave the authority to waive the height, trespass, and 
foot-candle ratio standards . 
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Table 2.15 HISTORIC PRESERVATION-DESIGN CONTROL DISTRICT 
(HP~DC) and 2.16 BUSINESS DESIGl\! CONTROL OVERLAY 

(2) District Design Review. The Plannir g Commission may deny approval of a 
proposed development or modification of a structure if it determines that the intent of 
this Section and the report entitled, "Histuric 
Preservation and Design Control Standards for Essex Center and Fort Ethan Allen" 
(1986) within the 
Town Plan has not been met. Accordingl:;': 

(a) Within this district, no structure may be demolished, reconstructed, moved, erected, 
or changed in use, nor may the exterior br- altered or restored without design approval 
from the Planning Commission, issued in conjunction with subdivision or site plan 
approval. In the event that subdivision or site plan review is not otherwise required, 
design review shall be conducted in accOl dance with site plan review procedures under 
Section 5.3 . 

(b) Nothing in these design control criteria shall be construed to prevent the ordinary 
maintenance or repair of any exterior arcl!itectural feature in the district which does not 
involve a change in the design, material, (olor or the outward appearance of the feature . 

(c) The review of plans under this SectiOI by the Planning Commission requires the 
submission of information listed in Sectic n 5.2 (Applications), along with building 
elevations, a description of materials to b; used on the exterior of any structure, plans 
including cut sheets and locations for all :}roposed exterior lighting, signs, drainage and 
snow removal, and photographs of existir g structures and adjacent buildings if 
applicable. The Planning Commission m, y require additional information and 
documentation as it deems necessary . 

Cd) The Planning Commission may re IuiIe a lighting plan for exterior lighting, 
including a photometric plan and cut she{ ts for all proposed fixtures. The photometric 
plan shall depict the location, light SOurCE and type, and level of illumination of all 
proposed lights on the property, and any (-;Kisting lights in the adjacent right-of-way or 
on adjacent properties that contribute to 1 ght levels on the site. The plan shall describe 
the level of illumination, hours of illuminltion and need for illumination in relation to 
the effects of the lighting on adjacent stre ~ts, property owners and the neighborhood . 

2.16 BUSINESS DESIGN CONTROL:)VERLA 
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(D) Design Requirements (CTR, RB, MJ(D~C, MXD~PUD, AR, R2 & R3 Districts): 

(1) Relationship of Buildings & Site to i\.djacent Areas. 

(a) The site shall be planned to accomplis1i a desirable transition with the streetscape and 
to provide for adequate parking, landscapi ng and safe pedestrian and vehicular 
movement. 

(b) Project features that may have negativ ~ impacts on adjacent properties shall be 
screened from the adjacent properties. 

(c) The scale, height and mass of the prop )sed project shall be compatible with its site 
and existing adjacent buildings and prope; ty and any Town endorsed plan incorporating 
desired design or architectural guidance. 

(2) Landscaping & Site Treatment. 

(a) Parking areas and access roads shall bf enhanced with landscaped spaces containing 
trees or tree groupings . 

(b) Storage areas, service areas, trash receptacles, accessory structures and parking areas 
shall be screened from view from the streft and adjacent properties. 

(c) In areas where general planting will jl(!t thrive, other materials such as fences, walls, 
earth berms, and planters shall be used . 

(d) Newly installed utility services shall b ~ underground. 

(e) Exterior lighting shall enhance the bui ding design and the adjacent landscape, and 
shall be designed and sited in a manner th 1t does not create or exacerbate light trespass 
onto adjacent properties, as determined fmm a photometric plan. Lighting standards and 
Freestanding and building-mounted light 'ixtures shall be of a design and size 
compatible with the building design and cdjacent areas, and shall be full cutoff 
(downcasting and shielded) fixtures . 

Signs. 

4 

(a) Every sign shall be scaled and proport oned in its design and in its visual relationship 
to buildings and sUlToundings. Each sign ;hall be compatible with signs on adjacent 
premises and shall not compete for attenti on . 

(b) Every sign shall be designed as an inkgral architectural element of the building and 
site to which it principally relates. 
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(c) The colors, materials, and lighting of every sign shall be restrained and harmonious 
with the building 
and site to which it principally relates. Nc sign may have any flashing, intermittent, or 
moving lights, 
moving parts, or fluorescent paint. 

(d) Indirect or interior lighting may -Of used to illuminate any sign provided that the 
source of light shall concentrate the illumination upon the area of the sign so as to 
prevent glare upon the street or adjacent lfOperty. No light fixture shall be placed closer 
than five (5) feet to any property line. 

(e) String lighting shall not be allowt-d [OPTION: except for a non-permanent, 
seasonal or charitable business subject toa permit issued by the Zoning Administrator] 

(0 The use of integrated neon, LED (,ld fiber optic lighting to illuminate signs shall 
be permitted provided the light source is (:Overed with a clear, translucent or opaque 
material so that the light source is diffuse! and no glare is reflected. Exposed neon 
lighting shall not be permitted. 

(g) Except as provided in (D above, fi !~tures shall not include bare bulbs, and fixtures 
shall not make bare bulbs or other direct l; ght sources visible to persons viewing a sign . 

ARTICLE III, SECTION 302 ~ BUFFERS AND SCREENING 

(B) General Requirements 

(5) The buffer area shall be provided "ith dense plantings, decorative fencing and/or 
land forms which will provide a year rOUl;d visual screen between the non-residential use 
and the residential districts. New extema i light fixtures shall not ordinarily be permitted 
within the buffer area . 

(8) Where new nonresidential uses art; located adjacent to existing residential 
buildings in adjacent residential districts, the buffer area and plantings shall be designed, 
to the extent practicable, to screen all outioor lighting from the view of the ground floor 
of the adjacent residential buildings. New extemallight fixtures shall not ordinarily be 
permitted within the buffer area . 

SECTION 3.10 SIGNS 

(D) Illumination. All signs shall meet th . following illumination requirements: 
(1) Signs shall not be illuminated during hours when the premises are not open to 
business . 
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(2) No sign, or its illuminator, shall, by It ason of its location, shape, color or size, 
interfere with vehicular or pedestrian traUic or be confused with or obstruct the view of 
any official traffic sign, signal or marki'1~ . 

(3) Signs shall be lit from above, with thE' light directed downward onto the face of the 
sign, unless othenvise approved by the jg..)ard of Adjustment or Planning Commission 
for a particular sign location Indirect or irtterior lighting may be used to illuminate any 
sign provided that the source of light shaH concentrate the illumination upon the area of 
the sign so as to prevent any glare upon the street or adjacent property. No light fixture 
shall be placed closer than five (5) feet to any property line. Any light fixture directed 
upwards at a sign shall be shielded in sue} a manner as to concentrate all illumination on 
the face of the sign, with no light trespasf beyond the boundaries of the principal sign 
face. 

(4) Any lights used to illuminate a sign sllall be directed solely at the sign, shall be 
shielded so that the light source is not vis ,ble and direct light does not enter public 
roadways or adjacent properties, shall be steady and stationary and shall not create any 
glare or other a-driving hazard. Light sou ces for externally illuminated signs shall be 
limited as follows: 
(a) Metal halide or high-pressure sodium 
(b) Fluorescent sources shall be completEly shielded, but are not limited in wattage. 
(c) Incandescent sources shall not exceed 150 watts. 
(d) The use of integrated neon, LED and fiber optic lighting to illuminate signs shall be 
permitted provided the light source is co\ ered with a clear, translucent or opaque 
material so that the light source is diffUSed and no glare is reflected. Exposed neon 
lighting shall not be permitted. 

(5) Other than as provided in Subsection 1(d) above (D)(6) belmv, no sign may have any 
neon, flashing, intermittent, or moving li[~hts, moving parts, internal illumination, or 
fluorescent paint. 

(6) Window signs, two and one-half square feet (2.5 SF) in size or less, may use 
integrated neon lettering or internal illumination to convey only the message that the 
business is open or closed or that a place oflodging does or does not have a vacancy . 
Notwithstanding Subsection (F), in the lYXD-PUD District only, with approval of the 
Zoning Board of Adjustment commercial window signs may be increased not to exceed 
fifteen square feet (15 SF) and to convey other forms of messages specifically related to 
the commercial operation occupying the 'acility where such sign is proposed. Said sign 
willllse integrated neon, fiber optic, or li,;ht emitting diodes (LED) or other alternative 
type of lighting sources that are approval Ie by the Board of Adjustment. If internal 
illumination, apart from neon letters, is u ;ed it shall meet the following standards: 
(a) The lettering or symbols shall constitl ite no more than forty percent (40%) of the 
surface area of the sign, 
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(b) The luminous transmittance for the letteri Ig or symbols shall not exceed thirty-five 
percent (35%), 
(c) The luminous transmittance for the backg ound portion of the sign shall not exceed 
fifteen percent (15 % ), and 
(d) Light sources shall be florescent tubes, sp lced at least twelve inches (12") on center, 
mounted at least 3.5 inches from the transluCt,nt surface material. 

(7) No advertising or displaying signs using !ltegrated neon or internal illumination shall 
be placed within a structure such that it is vis ble from any public roadway through a 
window of said structure, except as noted in ~ubsection (D)(6). 

SECTION 5.6 SITE PLAN REVIEv\ 

5.6 Site Plan Review: The purpose of site plan review is to ensure that the layout and 
design of development on pre-existing or apP'"oved lots conform to the Town Plan of 
record, these Regulations and applicable conditions of previous subdivision and 
conditional use approvals. Standards specific lIly relate to the internal layout of a site, its 
physical design, and the functional integratio 1 of the site with adjoining properties, uses 
and infrastructure. In reviewing site plans, tho Planning Commission shall consider and 
may impose conditions and safeguards only "'ith respect to criteria specified below. 
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(C) Access. Pedestrian and vehicular access, 0 the site, including road intersections, shall 
meet all applicable design standards, inc1udil.g the Town's public works specifications 
and related access requirements under Sectio 1 3.1. In addition, the Planning Commission 
shall consider and may impose conditions wi Ih regard to the following: 

(1) Anyon-site or off-site improvements nee :led to mitigate the impact of traffic 
generated by the development proposed for t le site. In the event that on-site or off-site 
mitigation measures are determined by the Pi anning Commission, after soliciting the 
opinion of the Town Engineer, to be infeasible or undesirable, the amount oftraffic 
generation may be limited by the Planning C )mmission 

(2) The maximum safety of pedestrian and vfhicular access to and from the site from the 
street network and adjacent property, inc1udi Ig but not necessarily limited to: 
(a) Access location(s), 
(b) The number and width of access points, 
(c) Curve radii at access points, 
(d) Acceleratlon or deceleration lanes on adj ,lcent public streets, 
(e) Sight distance improvements, 
(f) Shared access with adjoining properties, 
(g) Safe and efficient exterior lighting of peciestrian and vehicular circulation areas, 
suitable to the level of use and context of tht site, 
(h) The location of sidewalks and/or other w llkways, and 
(i) Pedestrian or vehicle signs. 
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(G) Lighting. [OPTION: At its discretion the Planning Commission may require that] 
An applicant for site plan review [OPTION: IN THE SPECIFIED ZONING 
DISTRICTS] shall submit a lighting plan, including a photometric plan and cut sheets 
for all proposed light fixtures. The photometric plan shall depict the location, light 
source and type, and level of illumination of all proposed lights on the property, and any 
existing lights in the adjacent right-of-way or on adjacent properties that will contribute 
to light levels on the site. The plan shall describe the level of illumination, hours of 
illumination and need for illumination in relation to the effects of the lighting on 
adjacent streets, property owners and the neighborhood. The Planning Commission may 
at its discretion invoke technical review of a lighting plan in accordance with 
[REFERENCE TO TECH REVIEW POLICY] to determine conformance with these 
standards. 

All exterior lighting, including building mounted fixtures, freestanding light fixtures, and 
sign lighting, shall be designed and installed in accordance with the following criteria: 

(1) The obj ecti ve of the lighting plan shall be to provide site lighting and lighting 
levels be the minimum necessary to provide adequate illumination that are appropriate 
for the anticipated activities on the site and the property's sUlTounding context, and that 
maximize the efficiency of site lighting and energy demand, while minimizing up-light, 
glare, and unnecessary spillover light or light diffusion onto adjacent properties. for the 
activities being performed including public safety issues. 

(2) In conjunction with the review and approval of a lighting plan pursuant to this 
section, the Planning Commission shall have the authority to allow the siting of light 
fixtures and poles within required setbacks where the Commission finds that such a 
location is consistent with optimization of the site's overall lighting . 
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(3) The fixtures shall be designed and located in sl!ch a way to prevent glare and 
minimize sky glO'vv. The following requirements she .. ll be met for all exterior lighting The 
lighting plan and photometric plan shall demonstrate that light trespass from the site, 
measured five (5) feet beyond the property line, shall not, as a result of the proposed site 
lighting, be increased by more than: 

(a) one tenth (0.1) foot-candle on any property in residential use or in a 
residential zoning district; 

(b) two-tenths (0.2) foot-candle on any property in non-residential use or in a 
non-residential zoning district. 

(4) To prevent the creation of "hot spots," the lighting plan and photometric plan shall 
demonstrate that light levels in parking lots, parking structures, and pedestrian walkways 
shall not exceed a maximum foot-candle ratio difference of four to one (4: 1) from the 
brightest areas to the darkest areas on the site. 
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(a) Light sources and reflectorlrefractor [Hrfaces shall be installed and shielded in such a 
manner as to conceal them from view beyond the perimeter of the area to be illuminated, 
and 

(5) All fixtures shall be full cut-off fixtmes, and all light sources and reflectorlrefractor 
surfaces shall be concealed from view. 

(6) The cone of illumination establishedtLe fixtures shall not unreasonably extend into 
adjacent properties or streets. In reviewing a site plan and lighting plan, the Planning 
Commission shall take into account the ezisting and proposed lighting levels of any 
adjacent public rights-of-way. In the evert that the Planning Commission determines 
that a degree of light trespass from site li~hting into the public right-of-way is advisable, 
the Planning Commission may at its discretion waive the provisions of Sections (2), (3) 

or (4) above upon a specific finding that :ouch a waiver is consistent with the provision of~ 
safe and adequate lighting in the public right-of-way. 

(7) Light sources should be selected to mnimize adverse color rendering of surrounding 
landscaping. 

(8) Parking lot lights mounted on poles shall not ordinarily exceed 20 feet in height, or 
15 feet in height iflocated adjacent to residential districts. Notwithstanding this 
limitation, in conjunction with the review. and approval of a lighting plan pursuant to this 
section, the Planning Commission shall have the authority to allow freestanding light 
fixtures with a maximum height of up tohirty (30) feet above finished grade. Such 
height shall include the total height of ba";es, poles and fixtures measured from finished 
grade to the highest point of the structure In granting such an approval, the Planning 
Commission shall make a finding that tht. height of the proposed fixtures contributes to 
the overall quality of the lighting plan by promoting even lighting levels at grade, 
reducing the total number of required liglit fixtures and poles on the site, or minimizing 
light trespass onto adjacent properties . 

(a) The Planning Commission may allmv an increase in mounting height up to a 
maximum of 30 feet if it finds that the adtitional height is necessary for energy 
conservation, or to ensure that parrdng 10 • lighting is adequate for safe use of a particula 
site, and adjoining properties are not advr,rsely affected . 
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(9) To the extent practicable, exterior ligliting shall be consistent with any site lighting 
guidelines that the Planning Commission may adopt. Furthermore, any property frontillfi' 
on Susie Wilson Road between Vermont Route 15 and Kellogg Road shall demonstrate 
that the proposed lighting plan is consistc Ht with the pertinent recommendations of the 
Susie Wilson Road Lighting Study, Dated December, 2009, with regard to the proposed 
locations, fixture types, and mast arm or i)racket arm lengths and site lighting 
recommendations proposed therein . 
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